How ADEPTSM Is Your Organization?
An industry-wide transformation is underway. Resilient leaders, those adaptable to
change, will ensure their organizations survive, thrive, and are ADEPTSM at the business
of care delivery.

Application. Deploying new technologies and processes into prac-

What’s holding
you back?

It’s probably
more than
just ONE
aspect of your
business.

tice defines the new normal in health care. However, it’s not just
about optimizing your EHR for patient and clinical performance.
How can you make that data best work for you? V2V’s programs
enhance your success with Performance AdvantageSM and Value
AdvantageSM across the organization.

Distinction. What sets your brand apart? Do you know? The future
will be driven by each encounter, and will be more patient-centered
than ever before. Our assessment programs evaluate your footprint
in the market to determine your value proposition in light of area
competition. We will help you define those qualities unique to your
organization and express them in ways that reinforce your brand,
giving you an essential Strategic AdvantageSM.

Effectiveness. Our work demonstrates that effectiveness is

achieved by ensuring the highest in clinical quality and service to
your key stakeholders: Your patients, your employees, and the
community. And, it’s imperative to be dedicated to continuous
improvement in all aspects of your organization. V2V’s programs
help you discover that reducing costs are the end result of deploying best practices,
using insights gained with Performance AdvantageSM and Value AdvantageSM, across
the organization.

Profitability. Our Value Management programs integrate financial and clinical operations, improving both service effectiveness and operating margins. Our clients consistently realize an immediate return on investment that makes a positive, long-term
impact on the bottom line, through programs such as Revenue AdvantageSM and
Value AdvantageSM.

Talent. A tremendous amount of effort is focused on talent acquisition through recruitment. What about onboarding, organizational development, or interim management?
Effectiveness training and management during pivotal transitions transforms organizational performance with Onboarding AdvantageSM, Management AdvantageSM, and
Leadership AdvantageSM.

We focus on value, so you can focus on care.
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